
Beauty 471 

Chapter 471 - A Blind Date III 

Zeng Shuang felt a little awkward but she refused to give up. She kept pressing on. "Then which unit are 

you in?" 

Liang Jiahao pursed his lips and said nothing. He didn't look at Zeng Shuang and took out his cell phone 

and played with it. 

Zeng Shuang snorted rebukingly and complained. "What's so great about that phone? Is it more 

interesting than me?" 

Liang Jiahao finally raised his head and looked at her as if he was sizing her up. After a quick glance, he 

returned his attention to his phone and answered, "Yes." 

Zeng Shuang was so angry that her face turned red. 

What was the meaning of this? 

Did he just say that she wasn't as interesting as the phone? 

Zeng Shuang was so angry that she was at a loss for words. She took out her phone and started playing 

with it as well. 

Liang Zixuan, who was watching from behind, was worried to death. She nudged Han Yuanjun's arm. 

"Aren't they on a blind date? Why are they playing with their cell phones?" 

Han Yuanjun looked over there and smiled. "Looks like big brother doesn't like her." 

Liang Zixuan was a little depressed. "This is the first time they've met, they should at least talk for a 

while before knowing whether they're suited for each other or not." 

Han Yuanjun brought Liang Zixuan into his arms, but this time he defended Liang Jiahao. He analyzed the 

situation with her. "You need to know that even if this is our first meeting, we men can tell whether this 

woman is the type we like or not based on her words and movements. Just like the first time I met you. 

At that time, you used me to get rid of Wei Xiaoqing. Then, when I took you to the hospital, I watched 

how you didn't make any sound when the doctor applied for the medicine. At that time, I had decided in 

my heart that I would pursue you no matter what." 

Liang Zixuan immediately came to a realization. "That's why you had high hopes for me when we first 

met." 

Han Yuanjun didn't deny it. "En. When we first met, my heart had already decided on you. So, no matter 

how much you push me away, I will still stubbornly chase after you. Because I know that as long as I 

succeed, I'll be happy for the rest of my life." 

Very well, Liang Zixuan had been convinced by Han Yuanjun. 

The dishes were served quickly. 
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Without vinegar, the sweet and sour taste of the sweet and sour ribs was gone, and the stew shrimp had 

less oil. 

Zeng Shuang didn't have the slightest bit of appetite. She watched Liang Jiahao pick up a large shrimp, 

quickly peeled off the skin before stuffing the meat into his mouth. He didn't have the slightest bit of 

elegance at all. 

How rude! 

Liang Jiahao only cared about his own self and didn't even ask Zeng Shuang whether she liked it or not. 

Zeng Shuang finally couldn't hold it in anymore. 

"Liang Jiahao, can't you wear disposable gloves when you eat the shrimp?" 

As she spoke, she threw a disposable glove in front of him. 

Liang Jiahao glanced at it as if he didn't see it. Then he grabbed another shrimp from the plate. 

Zeng Shuang was on the verge of breaking down. "Do you really have to eat in a hurry? I'm not going to 

fight over it with you. You can eat whatever you want, do you have to do this?" 

Liang Jiahao continued eating as if he hadn't heard anything. 

When Liang Zixuan saw Zeng Shuang flying into a rage, she was stunned for a moment before asking Han 

Yuanjun. "What happened?" 

Han Yuanjun shook his head. "I don't know." 

Liang Zixuan lowered her cap and took Han Yuanjun's hand. They both stood up to leave. Walking past 

Liang Jiahao's table, Liang Zixuan glanced at him and her scalp immediately tingled. 

Han Yuanjun also glanced at him and his eyelids twitched. 

The two of them left the main hall and stood at the entrance. Liang Zixuan took out her cell phone and 

dialed Luo Yanyun's number to report the situation. She had a helpless expression on her face. 

"Grandmother, the blind date today has failed." 

Inside, after Liang Jiahao finished the shrimp, he reached for the sweet and sour ribs. Without caring if 

the ribs were greasy, he ate them immediately. It wasn't long before he ate an entire plate by himself. 

Zeng Shuang sat there with her hands folded across her chest, looking at Liang Jiahao. She couldn't 

believe that Liang Jiahao could finish so many dishes by himself. 

Liang Jiahao really lived up to everyone's expectations. The three dishes had all been eaten by him. 

Zeng Shuang even felt that if the soup wasn't too oily, Liang Jiahao would hold the bowl and drink all the 

soup. 

After eating, Liang Jiahao had to constantly wipe his hands with dozens of napkins before he could 

finally wipe off the oil on his hands. 

He looked up at Zeng Shuang. "I'm full. What about you?" 



Zeng Shuang: "..." 

She didn't eat anything, everything was eaten by Liang Jiahao. So did Liang Jiahao really think she would 

be full? 

Zeng Shuang stared at Liang Jiahao speechlessly. "I think you're the one who is so full." 

"Yes." Liang Jiahao nodded and took two more napkins to wipe his hands. "Let's pay." 

"What?" Zeng Shuang was annoyed. She looked at Liang Jiahao angrily. "You want me to pay?" 

Liang Jiahao licked his lips and said indifferently, "I'm not familiar with you, so I won't take advantage of 

you. Let's split the bill in half." 

"Holy shit!" Zeng Shuang yelled out, not caring about her image. She grabbed her purse, stood up 

angrily, and pointed at the empty plates on the table. "Are you blind? All the dishes were eaten by you 

alone! So, why are you asking me to pay half?" 

Seeing Liang Jiahao sitting there without saying a word, Zeng Shuang stomped her feet angrily. "Today is 

really my bad day. How can I come out and eat with a person like you who is starved for eight lifetimes!" 

At this moment, the restaurant manager walked over and weakly handed the bills. Liang Jiahao glanced 

at the bill. "128 yuan. It's fine if you only pay 60. I'll pay the rest." 

"Damn it!" Zeng Shuang was so angry at Liang Jiahao that she almost died. A person with such a good 

temper like her would actually curse one day. One could imagine how badly she was angered by Liang 

Jiahao. 

Of course, Zeng Shuang believed that she had a good temper. 

Zeng Shuang opened her bag, took out her wallet, pulled out 100 yuan, and slammed it in front of Liang 

Jiahao. "Here you go. I'll just treat it as if I'm going out with a beggar and being kind!" 

After saying that, she walked away angrily. 

Liang Jiahao suddenly called out to her. "Wait a moment." 

Zeng Shuang thought Liang Jiahao had discovered his conscience and wanted to apologize to her. She 

turned around proudly and looked at him. "President Liang, what else do you want?" 

Liang Jiahao took out his wallet and took out 40 yuan. "I didn't give the balance to you yet." 

Zeng Shuang: "...." 

Cao! 

Could this person be even weirder? 

Zeng Shuang had never seen such a weirdo like Liang Jiahao! 

He went out to eat with a woman, but he ate all the food by himself and even asked her to split the bill. 

Not only was he not a gentleman, he even looked like a hungry ghost! 



Chapter 472 - Candied Fruit 

Zeng Shuang was so angry that her veins were popping on her forehead as she shouted loudly. "No 

need, just treat it as if I'm doing charity!" 

Liang Jiahao raised his eyebrow and put the 40 yuan back into his wallet. "Thank you." 

Zeng Shuang: "..." 

Go die! 

Zeng Shuang felt that if she continued to stay here any longer, she might be angered to death by Liang 

Jiahao. She left angrily. 𝓃𝒐𝚟𝖊𝗅𝐮𝓈𝕓.𝕔𝑜𝔪 

Liang Jiahao took 200 yuan from his wallet and handed it to the manager. "This is the money for the 

food." 

Then he pointed at the 100 yuan that Zeng Shuang had left behind. "And this, consider it as a tip." 

The manager had watched the entire drama and finally understood. Liang Jiahao had intentionally 

pissed off that woman. 

He picked up the money on the table and smiled. "Thank you very much, President Liang!" 

After Liang Jiahao paid the bill, he went out and met with Liang Zixuan and Han Yuanjun at the entrance. 

Both of them looked at him with a pained expression. 

Liang Jiahao: "..." 

He had known they were coming, but he hadn't exposed them. 

He had thought that they would leave just like that, but who knew that they would still be waiting for 

him at the entrance? 

Liang Zixuan heaved a long sigh and walked towards Liang Jiahao. She patted Liang Jiahao's belly and 

asked sympathetically. "Big brother, how are you holding up?" 

Liang Jiahao pursed his lips and gently pushed Liang Zixuan's hand away. "I'm fine." 

Han Yuanjun walked up to Liang Jiahao and handed him a box of pills. "This is good for digestion. Take 

two tablets, otherwise, you will have a hard time sleeping tonight." 

Liang Jiahao took it and popped two tablets before throwing them into his mouth. "Thank you." 

Liang Zixuan pouted. She felt her heart ache as she watched Liang Jiahao's behavior. "Big brother, even 

if you don't like her, you don't have to be like this. Torturing yourself to make others hate you is not 

worth it." 

Liang Jiahao still felt bloated even after eating the Gastric Ingestion Tablet. He looked at the gradually 

darkening sky and the light in his eyes suddenly became warm. "Zixuan, Han Yuanjun, you two 

accompany me for a while." 

Liang Zixuan and Han Yuanjun looked at each other but did not refuse. 
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The three of them left the restaurant together and walked down the street as if they were taking a 

stroll. 

"I'm not torturing myself. I just want to let them know how bad I am. Later, they will spread the word. In 

the future, I don't need to go on a blind date anymore." Liang Jiahao suddenly said. 

Han Yuanjun understood Liang Jiahao's dilemma. Back then, he was also forced by Old Madam Han to go 

on a blind date. 

Of course, he also used many extreme methods to make those women hate him. 

However ... With his looks and the money he had in his pocket, no matter how much those women 

hated him, they were still willing to marry him. 

Han Yuanjun shook his head. "Big brother, what you are doing is useless. Unless you find someone you 

like, grandmothers won't stop. Instead, they will find another candidate." 

Liang Jiahao curled his lips and smiled indifferently. "I understand." 

Liang Zixuan suddenly saw a candied fruit stall by the roadside and immediately pointed at it happily. "I 

want to eat that!" 

Han Yuanjun and Liang Jiahao looked over at the same time. Of course, Han Yuanjun knew how much 

Liang Zixuan liked eating candied fruit. He curled his lips happily and smiled affectionately. "Alright, just 

you wait. Hubby will buy it for you." 

Before he could finish his sentence, Liang Jiahao had already gone there. Han Yuanjun immediately 

chased after him with his long legs. 

When Han Yuanjun picked up a stick of candied fruit, Liang Jiahao had already paid for his share. Han 

Yuanjun's hands froze. He glanced at Liang Zixuan, then quickly took out five yuan and handed it to the 

owner. 

"Here you go!" 

"Here!" 

Liang Zixuan looked at the two sticks of candied fruit in front of her and felt a sharp pain on her scalp. 

Take her husband's? 

Her brother will be angry. 

Take her brother's? 

That narrow-minded Han Yuanjun will definitely cause trouble again when they get back home. 

Han Yuanjun and Liang Jiahao didn't give up when they saw Liang Zixuan frozen in place. They held the 

candied fruits in front of her eyes to let her choose. 

For Liang Zixuan, this situation was as difficult as if a wife and a mother fell into the water and the 

husband had to choose whom to save first. 



Liang Zixuan gritted her teeth and took the two sticks of candied fruit. Then, she ripped off the string 

and took a bite. She smiled at Liang Jiahao and Han Yuanjun. "It's delicious." 

Han Yuanjun raised an eyebrow while Liang Jiahao also curled his lips. The two of them seemed to be 

satisfied with Liang Zixuan's decision. 

They continued walking with Liang Zixuan in the middle, Han Yuanjun, and Liang Jiahao on either side of 

her. 

Liang Zixuan suddenly felt very happy as she ate the candied fruits. Being accompanied by the two most 

important men in her life, even if it was just taking a stroll, was still a peaceful and beautiful experience. 

But how could Liang Zixuan eat up these two candied fruits? She rolled her eyes and handed half a piece 

to Liang Jiahao. "Big brother, just walking is not enough. Eat this and you'll digest faster." 

Liang Jiahao looked at the candied fruit and smiled gently before taking it. 

Liang Zixuan gave Han Yuanjun the remaining she had bitten off. "Help me eat too. I'm so full!" 

Han Yuanjun raised his hand to stroke Liang Zixuan's hair. Then he chuckled and lowered his head to 

take a bite. 

After a while, they returned to the Zen Garden and went home in their respective cars. 

On the way, Han Yuanjun said, "Ask grandmothers to find a few more matchmaking partners for big 

brother. Don't be like today. Try to appoint two or three candidates in one day." 

Liang Zixuan touched her belly and looked at Han Yuanjun blankly. "Why did you suggest that?" 

Han Yuanjun raised his eyebrow. "Your big brother will not find a partner in a day. If that's the case, he 

will spend all his time and gentleness on you. He's simply a sister-con. He makes everything hard for 

me!" 

Liang Zixuan: "..." 

Did she do something wrong again? 

No! 

She had cleverly resolved the conflict between these two men. 

But Han Yuanjun was right. 

Looking at Liang Jiahao's behavior towards Zeng Shuang, he would definitely risk his life if they did not 

follow him today. 

Liang Zixuan thought for a moment. She had even considered Shi Jian, Xu Qigang and Cai Yuhan to be 

her brother's partners. If it weren't for the age difference, she really wanted to introduce these three 

girls to Liang Jiahao. 

Liang Zixuan decided that after school tomorrow, she would go home and discuss this matter with Luo 

Yanyun and Old Madam Han.. She was determined to solve this difficult problem for Liang Jiahao. 



Chapter 473 - My Daughter Is Not A Broken Shoes 

Zeng Shuang wasn't an easy person to deal with. She felt unfairly treated by Liang Jiahao, so she went to 

the clubhouse where Mui Linlin was playing mahjong and cried. 

She didn't care about the other aunts sitting at the table. She held Mui Linlin's hand and cried. "Mom, 

Liang Jiahao is really something! He didn't bother to ask me about the dishes, he just ordered them 

himself. You can't even imagine what he ordered!" 

When Mui Linlin heard this, she immediately put down the mahjong tile in her hand. She grabbed Zeng 

Shuang's hand and asked, "What did he order?" 

Zeng Shuang pouted. "Sweet and sour pork ribs, fried eggs with tomatoes, and stew shrimp!" 

When Jiang Huifang heard this, she couldn't help but smile. "There's nothing unusual about them. They 

are just some ordinary dishes." 

"Aunt Jiang! You don't know the whole story." When Zeng Shuang recalled what had happened in the 

restaurant, her stomach was full of anger. 

"He ordered sweet and sour ribs with less vinegar, stew shrimp with less oil, and fried tomatoes and 

eggs with less eggs. All the food must be less spicy!" 

"That ..." A person at the side laughed awkwardly. "His taste sounds quite strange." 

"Not only that!" Zeng Shuang became even angrier as she spoke. With her hands folded in front of her 

chest, she looked down at the people present. "It's fine that he didn't ask my opinion when he ordered 

the food, but when the dishes were served, he didn't even wear disposable gloves and just ate them 

with his bare hand like that. And the way he ate the food, it was as if he hadn't eaten anything for eight 

lifetimes! Three meals! He finished them all in ten minutes!" 

Zeng Shuang was so angry that she fanned her face with her hand. She didn't let Mui Linlin and the 

others have a chance to speak and continued to rant to herself. It was as if she would disappoint herself 

by not downgrading Liang Jiahao to the maximum. 

"What's even weirder is that he even made me pay for it! Is there something wrong with his head? A 

man eating with a woman, how can he ask the woman to pay? I immediately exploded on the spot, and 

then he looked a little upset and asked me to pay half. I immediately threw a hundred yuan in his face!" 

"Then when I was about to leave, he stopped me. I thought he was going to apologize to me, but he 

took out his wallet, handed me forty yuan, and said he hadn't given me the balance yet! I almost fainted 

from anger there. This guy really refreshed my view of man. He's simply a man who has no manners!" 

Jiang Huifang: "..." 

Although she didn't like Liang Jiahao, she didn't think he was someone like that. As a grown-up man, and 

since he had just returned from the army, of course, his appetite was naturally bigger than that of an 

average person. 
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At this moment, Jiang Huifang actually considered Liang Jiahao as her own family. Even though she 

didn't like Liang Zixuan and Liang Jiahao, she was still unhappy when she heard others say they had no 

manners. 

The two children can be considered as children who were raised by a stepmother like her. Saying that 

they had no morals was the same as scolding her, right? 

Jiang Huifang's expression turned ugly. She glanced at Zeng Shuang and snorted coldly. "Liang Jiahao 

wasn't like that in the past. Although he's not a brilliant kid, he's not as bad as you say." 

She then let out a mocking laugh. "He probably doesn't like you, so he did that on purpose." 

The last time when Zeng Shuang went to watch a concert and sent a picture of Wei Guowei and Yu Lian 

to Mui Linlin's cell phone, Jiang Huifang had lost a lot of faces and always held a grudge against them. 

And the moment she said this, Mui Linlin and Zeng Shuang's faces darkened. 

"Who said that!" 

Zeng Shuang refused to admit it. Even if someone beat her to death, she wouldn't admit that Liang 

Jiahao really looked down on her. Nor would she admit that he used such an extreme method to drive 

her away. 

She bristled. "It's not that he doesn't like me! Do you really think I don't know whether it was his nature 

or if he was just pretending? He's always been one of those weird people. It has nothing to do with me!" 

How could Mui Linlin allow her own daughter to be scolded by an abandoned wife? She pursed her lips 

and blatantly mocked Jiang Huifang. "What's wrong with my daughter? My daughter is not a broken 

shoes, unlike your daughter who used vile methods to snatch Hou Yingyi from Liang Zixuan's hands. Hou 

Yingyi doesn't like her now, but your daughter still clings to him shamelessly. Who knows how many 

men have tasted her body? What are you so proud of in front of us?!" 

Jiang Huifang was immediately furious. She grabbed the mahjong tiles beside her and threw them at 

Mui Linlin. "Who are you calling broken shoes?!" 

Mui Linlin couldn't dodge in time and was hit on the forehead, bringing tears to her eyes. Anger rose in 

her heart as she suddenly stood up and grabbed Jiang Huifang's face across the mahjong table. 

"Your daughter, Wei Xiaoqing, is a shameless and broken shoes woman, just like you. Everyone in your 

family is a broken shoes!" 

Jiang Huifang was not someone who was easily bullied. Seeing Mui Linlin holding her face, she raised her 

hand and slapped Mui Linlin's face. After freeing her face from Mui Linlin's grip, Jiang Huifang stood up 

and grabbed Mui Linlin's hair. 

"Let's see how I'll deal with you today!" 

When Zeng Shuang saw her mother being beaten, she quickly threw the bag in her hand and came to 

help. "Let my mother go. Did you hear me? Let her go!" 



The other two playmates, seeing that the three had begun to fight, were very afraid that they would get 

involved. They immediately pushed back their chairs and retreated. 

Zeng Shuang no longer had the image of the girl next door that Liang Jiahao had seen before. She was 

the same as Jiang Huifang's. 

Jiang Huifang's expression became hideous as she was dragged away by Zeng Shuang. She was in so 

much pain that her hands loosened and Mui Linlin immediately escaped from her grip. Together with 

her daughter, they brutally attacked Jiang Huifang. 

The situation was getting out of control. Because of Jiang Huifang's courage, Mui Linlin and Zeng Shuang 

were eventually beaten up as well. This time, none of the three women had an advantage. 

Jiang Huifang covered her swollen face and went home in a rage.. She threw the bag in her hand onto 

the couch angrily. 

Chapter 474 - Wei Xiaoqing’s Scheming 

Wei Xiaoqing stuffed the apple on a plate into her mouth with a fork. Chewing casually, she asked, 

"Didn't you go to play mahjong? Why did you come back so early?" 

Jiang Huifang gloomily stared at Wei Xiaoqing. Seeing Wei Xiaoqing's eyes focused on the television, she 

couldn't believe that Wei Xiaoqing hadn't noticed the wound on her face even though she had been in 

the house for so long. Irritated and feeling wronged, Jiang Huifang brought her face closer to Wei 

Xiaoqing's face. 

Pointing at her own face, Jiang Huifang said, "Look at my face. Just because of you, I had a fight with 

someone!" 

Then Wei Xiaoqing casually looked at Jiang Huifang's swollen face. She couldn't help but laugh. "Mom, 

what's wrong with your face? Who did you fight with today? Don't tell me you lost too?" 

"Who said I lost?! Mui Linlin and Zeng Shuang, they're both little bitches and not my opponents. Let me 

tell you this, your mother is great. I beat them both until they became steamed buns. Don't look at my 

face. You haven't seen their faces yet, they are much more pathetic than I am. Maybe they couldn't 

even go out to see people for a week!" 

It wasn't as if Wei Xiaoqing had never seen how shrewd Jiang Huifang was. 

She wasn't something that an ordinary woman could defeat. 

Listening to Jiang Huifang's ramblings, Wei Xiaoqing glanced at her and interrupted her impatiently. "So 

... why did you fight?" 

Jiang Huifang thought about it seriously for a moment, and only then did she remember the real reason. 

"It was because of that bitch Zeng Shuang. She went on a blind date with Liang Jiahao and perhaps he 

didn't like her, so he did something inexplicable. That bitch went back and complained to her mother, 

saying extreme things about Liang Jiahao. Of course, I couldn't hear that, so I started fighting." 

Wei Xiaoqing raised her hand and rubbed her chin while pondering seriously. "Liang Jiahao went on a 

blind date?" 
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Jiang Huifang grabbed Wei Xiaoqing's hand and continued. "You don't even know how bad they scolded 

you. Saying how many men slept with you, how you were abandoned by Hou Yingyi, how you 

shamelessly fell off from the top -" 

Wei Xiaoqing immediately frowned and shouted in a low voice. "Shut up!" 

Jiang Huifang: "..." 

How could Jiang Huifang dare to argue with Wei Xiaoqing after being yelled at like that? Jiang Huifang 

even felt that Wei Xiaoqing was more assertive and tougher than Wei Guowei. Since Wei Guowei had 

left, their family had been led by Wei Xiaoqing. Everyone in the family had to listen to her and no one 

dared to say a word of protest or retaliation. 

Jiang Huifang closed her mouth in embarrassment and looked at Wei Xiaoqing with wide eyes. 

After thinking seriously for a while, Wei Xiaoqing suddenly asked. "Do you know the restaurant where 

Liang Jiahao and Zeng Shuang met?" 

Jiang Huifang thought about it and said uncertainly, "It must have been at the Zen Garden." 

Wei Xiaoqing laughed in amusement. "Looks like that damn old woman and Liang Zixuan are looking for 

a partner for Liang Jiahao. This is great." 

Jiang Huifang looked at Wei Xiaoqing dumbfounded. "What's great?" 

Wei Xiaoqing picked up her phone from the tea table. With a smile, she sent a WeChat message. "They 

are done." 

Jiang Huifang still did not understand. Seeing Wei Xiaoqing chatting happily with her good friend and 

how Wei Xiaoqing completely ignored her, Jiang Huifang held Wei Xiaoqing's hand and asked anxiously. 

"Xiaoqing, tell me, what are you up to?" 

"How can you be so stupid?" Wei Xiaoqing sneered. "Think about it carefully. Liang Jiahao doesn't lack 

anything now, he just needs a girlfriend. If his girlfriend is someone from our side, then won't Liang 

Jiahao be in our hands in the future? You want any loans? How much do you want? It all can be done 

with a snap." 

Jiang Huifang thought about it seriously. It seemed to make sense. 

She obediently sat at the side and watched Wei Xiaoqing chatting with her friend. After Wei Xiaoqing 

was done, Jiang Huifang quickly asked. "As for the matter of Mui Linlin and Zeng Shuang scolding you, 

are we really going to swallow it like that?" 

Wei Xiaoqing stood up and said indifferently, "Their mouths are so cheap and no one can stop them 

from saying what they want to say. When everything in my hand is ready and I have a lot of money, Hou 

Yingyi and I will get married. At that time, you yourself would send an invitation to their house to slap 

their own faces. What's the point of arguing with them now?" 

The more Jiang Huifang thought about it, the more she felt that Wei Xiaoqing had grown up and had a 

brain. She was no longer the little girl who was always whining and asking for money. 



The current Wei Xiaoqing had the bearing of a CEO. She's a strong woman! 𝒏𝑶𝓥𝓮𝑙𝓤𝒮𝐛.𝕔𝑜𝑀 

Jiang Huifang stood up contentedly and walked up the stairs with Wei Xiaoqing. She was very excited 

about the big cake Wei Xiaoqing had planned for their family and beamed with pride. "Yes, you're right. 

When you and Yingyi get married, I'll throw the invitation in their faces! Let's see what else they can say 

at that time." 

? ? ? ? 

Three days later, in the Zen Garden's washroom. 

Wei Xiaoqing helped Guo Meixiu straighten the skirt as she reminded her, "Meixiu, remember what I've 

taught you these past two days. When we get out of here, you will fall at Liang Jiahao's feet. Don't 

worry, men have soft hearts for beautiful women. As long as you pretend to be pitiful and can get 

sympathy for him, everything will be fine." 

Guo Meixiu was so nervous that she clapped both hands and brought them to her chest, feeling her 

heart beating like crazy. She swallowed a mouthful of saliva. "Didn't you say that Liang Jiahao is your 

brother? Why don't you just introduce me to him? Why do we need such scheming?" 

The word "scheming" caused a hint of coldness to flash in Wei Xiaoqing's eyes. She slowly raised her 

head and looked at Guo Meixiu, sneering. "Guo Meixiu, how much prettier do you think you are 

compared to Zeng Shuang? My brother doesn't even care to look at a woman like her, let alone you! Let 

me tell you, if we don't do this, you won't even be able to touch his toes. If you don't want to listen to 

me, then you can scram. I can find someone else!" 

Guo Meixiu was Wei Xiaoqing's schoolmate. She wasn't only introverted, but also a little stiff. Wei 

Xiaoqing felt that Guo Meixiu was easy to control, so she chose Guo Meixiu to seduce Liang Jiahao. 

When Wei Xiaoqing sought out Guo Meixiu, she planted the seed in her mind, saying that Liang Jiahao 

was Liang Zixuan's brother. As long as Guo Meixiu could be Liang Jiahao's girlfriend, she would be Liang 

Zixuan's sister-in-law. 

If she became Liang Zixuan's sister-in-law, then wouldn't she be able to obtain so many resources from 

the Han Group easily? 

For a girl like Guo Meixiu, although her family was alright, she still had to find her own way to become 

an actress.. Her family didn't have that much money to invest in her, so she could only try through the 

back door. 

Chapter 475 - Why Don’t You Go Home And Practice For A Few More Years 

Many of them chose an easy method, such as sleeping with the director. This was no longer a secret in 

the entertainment circle. 

Guo Meixiu once thought that if she did not have good resources once she graduated, she could use this 

method in exchange for the resources. 

Now that Wei Xiaoqing had planted that kind of seed in her mind, she naturally could not hold it back. 
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Looking at Liang Jiahao's photo, Guo Meixiu even felt that even if he were not Liang Zixuan's brother or 

the CEO of China Securities Bank, just based on his looks alone, she would still be more than willing to 

be his girlfriend. 

If she could be Liang Jiahao's girlfriend, Guo Meixiu felt that her life was truly blessed by heaven. 

It was better than sleeping with those slimy directors and shareholders. 

"No, no!" Guo Meixiu was really afraid that Wei Xiaoqing would change her mind, so she immediately 

stopped her. "I will listen to you. I will do whatever you say." 

Wei Xiaoqing raised her eyebrows proudly. "Alright. Now take a deep breath, and when you come out 

later, no matter what he does or who he is with, you must fall at his feet, do you hear me?" 

Guo Meixiu nodded loudly. "Alright!" 

At this moment, Liang Jiahao was sitting in the main hall listening to the woman's chatter. This woman 

really liked to talk a lot. She had been talking about her high school days and had no intention of 

stopping. 

Liang Jiahao's behavior wasn't as extreme when he was with Zeng Shuang. Instead, he just sat there like 

a robot that only knew how to eat. 

Liang Zixuan and Han Yuanjun, who were sitting on the side, got headaches just from looking at him. 

"Look at them. She's the one doing all the talking, and my big brother hasn't said a single word. Isn't that 

awkward?" 

Han Yuanjun glanced at the table and chuckled. He placed a piece of pork chop on Liang Zixuan's plate. 

"Don't worry about it. This blind date is all about finding out whether this woman suits him or not." 

Liang Zixuan took the pork chop and put it in her mouth, chewing on it as she nodded. "You're right. If 

my brother doesn't like her, there will be another one. Who knows if one of them will finally get his 

attention?" 

As she reached for her glass of juice, Liang Zixuan suddenly spotted an overly dressed woman walking in 

from the door. Although the woman tried her best to look natural, Liang Zixuan could see her 

nervousness from the tight grip on her skirt. 

Liang Zixuan didn't think about her too much, but when that woman walked straight towards Liang 

Jiahao's table, she frowned. She asked Han Yuanjun gloomily. "How many blind dates did grandmother 

organize tonight?" 

Han Yuanjun concentrated on peeling the shrimp and answered without raising his head. "One." 

"One?" Liang Zixuan narrowed her eyes. "Then who is she?" 

Only then did Han Yuanjun raise his head and follow Liang Zixuan's gaze. The moment he looked over, 

the woman suddenly stepped on her skirt, and with a "putong" sound, she fell at Liang Jiahao's feet. 

The shrimp in Han Yuanjun's hand dropped to the plate and he asked Liang Zixuan in confusion, "What is 

this?" 



Liang Jiahao, on the other hand, saw the whole scene of Guo Meixiu falling at his feet with his own eyes. 

He sat there calmly like Mount Tai and looked coldly at the woman at his feet. 

The woman, who had been blabbering on and on, stopped and looked at Guo Meixiu with her mouth 

open. 

Guo Meixiu slowly raised her head, and her eyes filled with tears as she looked at Liang Jiahao. She 

didn't say anything, but just watched and waited for him to help her. 

Guo Meixiu kept waiting and waiting, and the tears in her eyes started falling. Liang Jiahao didn't even 

open his mouth as he looked at her. 

Guo Meixiu gritted her teeth in frustration. She couldn't hold it in any longer, so she raised her hand 

towards Liang Jiahao and asked pitifully, "Can you help me?" 

Liang Jiahao glanced at her hand and pretended that he didn't see it. He looked away, picked up the 

juice and drank it, then said to the woman in front of him. "What did you just say? Continue." 

The woman looked at Guo Meixiu, then looked at Liang Jiahao and was stunned for a moment before 

continuing. "My high school language teacher was called Su Huo, a very poetic name. He's as cute as 

Garfield. We liked him a lot back then." 

Guo Meixiu was ignored by Liang Jiahao just like that. She was hurt, but she wasn't willing to give up. 

Thinking of the resources she would obtain from Liang Zixuan, she gritted her teeth and crawled up from 

the ground while holding back the pain. 

As soon as Guo Meixiu stood up, her legs slipped and she fell into Liang Jiahao's arms. 

Instinctively, Liang Jiahao hugged her. Guo Meixiu was very happy. Her greedy hands clasped Liang 

Jiahao's neck as she said softly. "My legs really hurt." 

Liang Jiahao was so annoyed that he frowned. He raised his hand and pushed Guo Meixiu away like a 

piece of trash without saying anything. 𝑛𝑜𝚟𝐄𝓵𝓤𝗌𝒷.𝗰𝗈𝓶 

Her fall just now was a fake fall. Now that Guo Meixiu was pushed away like that by Liang Jiahao, she 

really didn't have a chance to react and immediately fell onto the ground harshly. 

The customers at the next table immediately looked at her. Guo Meixiu sat down on the ground and 

began to cry while holding back the pain, feeling all wronged. "Why did you push me? My legs already 

hurt, and now that I'm falling on the ground again, I can't get up anymore!" 

Guo Meixiu pouted and extended her hand to Liang Jiahao. "Hurry up and help me up." 

Liang Jiahao took a deep breath and said impatiently, "Your acting is too fake. If you want my sympathy, 

why don't you go home and practice for a few more years?" 

Guo Meixiu didn't believe that her acting wasn't good. She persistently said, "My skirt is too long and I 

accidentally stepped on it. At what part did I act?" 

Liang Jiahao wiped his mouth with a napkin. "That's your problem, not mine." 



"I ... What's wrong with you?!" The more Liang Jiahao said this, the more Guo Meixiu felt wronged. 

"How can you be like this? You have no gentleman's demeanor at all! I fell down in front of your eyes. 

Can't you just help me up?" 

No one knew whether Guo Meixiu was really acting or she was just expressing her feelings. 

Liang Jiahao threw the napkin right in Guo Meixiu's face. "I'm not a gentleman to begin with." 

He stood up and said to the woman.. "It's too noisy here, let's go." 

Chapter 476 - Don’t Disturb Their Relationship 

Liang Jiahao's date was really a simple woman. From the moment she saw Liang Jiahao, she kept talking 

to herself and didn't think about whether he even wanted to talk to her. 

And now when she saw Guo Meixiu fall at Liang Jiahao's feet, she thought Guo Meixiu was quite pitiful. 

She initially wanted to help Guo Meixiu, but Liang Jiahao's cold attitude made her give up the idea. 

She also wanted to see how Liang Jiahao would react to Guo Meixiu. But when she heard Liang Jiahao's 

cold words, she couldn't bear it anymore. She stood up and yelled at him. 

"You can't do that to her! She's a girl and her body is weak. If you push her away like that, what would 

you do if something really bad happened to her legs?" 

Liang Jiahao was so cold that there was no emotion on his face. Perhaps he couldn't bear to see this 

woman be so naive, so he kindly reminded her. "She fell at my feet on purpose." 

"How is that possible!" The woman's voice rose again and her face flushed. "It even hurts me so much 

when I fall down, let alone her! She was just careless. You should have helped her up and sent her to the 

hospital." 

She was truly too naive to be saved. 

Liang Jiahao sighed. She's the kind of woman who grew up under the great care of her parents and 

didn't experience any storms. She also hadn't experienced the viciousness of the human heart. If her 

parents left her alone, she might really suffer a great loss. 

Liang Jiahao put his hands in his pockets and smiled coldly. "I'm not a gentleman, I'm a bastard. Since 

you're so kind, then go help her and send her to the hospital." 

The woman pouted in anger and glared at Liang Jiahao. "Just get out of here. I don't need you." 

After she finished speaking, she actually rose from her seat, walked over to Guo Meixiu, and kindly 

extended her hand to Guo Meixiu. "Let me help you up. Seeing that you fell so badly, I'll take you to the 

hospital to have a check-up." 

Guo Meixiu looked at her hand and snorted insultingly. She raised her head and looked at Liang Jiahao. 

"He's the one who pushed me. I want him to help me. I want him to send me to the hospital!" 

Treated like a donkey for her kindness, the woman was stunned for a moment before withdrawing her 

hand and looking at Liang Jiahao awkwardly. 
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Liang Jiahao's patience had already reached its own limit. He ignored them and walked away just like 

that. 

Guo Meixiu saw that Liang Jiahao didn't seem to care about her, so she got up from the ground and 

quickly ran towards him. "Don't go away! You pushed me to the ground and you have to take 

responsibility for me!" 

If the woman still couldn't see through Guo Meixiu's intentions, then she wasn't naive, but really stupid. 

Han Yuanjun and Liang Zixuan walked closer. Liang Zixuan patted the woman's shoulder and smiled. 

"Jingfei, did you see that? Not everyone is like you. Pure and innocent."𝚗𝞸𝒱𝑬𝓁𝚞𝕊𝓫.𝗰𝒪𝑀 

Xia Jingfei nodded slowly. "I really didn't notice." 

Liang Zixuan smiled at her and said nothing else as she chased after Liang Jiahao. 

Guo Meixiu ran quite fast with her 8 cm high heels. When Liang Jiahao stopped to pay for the food, she 

quickly grabbed his arm. "You're not allowed to leave, I'm hurt, you can't leave me!" 

Liang Jiahao swept his cold eyes at Guo Meixiu. Guo Meixiu was so scared that she immediately let go of 

his hand. 

Feeling hopeless, she straightened up and said, "I really didn't fall on purpose. When you pushed me, it 

really hurt. You won't even send me to the hospital or ask if I'm injured. How can you be like this?" 

At this moment, the cashier handed the money to Liang Jiahao. Liang Jiahao took the money and put it 

in his wallet. "You ran so fast, I don't think I have to ask whether you're injured or not. 

Guo Meixiu saw that her excuse was not good. Seeing that there weren't many people here, she 

immediately leaned her weak body towards Liang Jiahao. "I'm really hurt. Please, help me ~" 

At this time, Liang Zixuan and Han Yuanjun left the main hall and came to the service hall. Liang Zixuan 

saw Guo Meixiu shamelessly leaning on Liang Jiahao's body. 

Liang Zixuan immediately frowned, and just as she was about to go there to help Liang Jiahao, Wei 

Xiaoqing suddenly appeared out of nowhere and blocked her path. 

"Elder sister, what a coincidence. I actually ran into you guys here." 

Her smile gave the impression that she had just met them by chance. 

Liang Zixuan didn't have time to deal with Wei Xiaoqing. She raised her legs and wanted to walk around 

Wei Xiaoqing to get to Liang Jiahao's side. 

Wei Xiaoqing quickly grabbed Liang Zixuan's arm and laughed a little. "Elder sister, we have finally met 

after a long time. Let's have dinner together." 

Liang Zixuan looked at her and said, "I have no appetite to eat with you. Release me!" 

Wei Xiaoqing followed Liang Zixuan's gaze and saw Guo Meixiu leaning into Liang Jiahao's arms. She 

arrogantly said, "They are both trying to get to know each other. Why did you have to bother them? 



Didn't you want to find a girlfriend for big brother? I think she's good for him, so you don't have to mess 

things up for them." 

At first, Liang Zixuan was still confused by Guo Meixiu's appearance. Where did this woman come from? 

To use such a scheming method against Liang Jiahao. But now, Liang Zixuan understood everything after 

hearing Wei Xiaoqing's words. 

No wonder she felt Guo Meixiu's tricks were quite common. That was because Wei Xiaoqing was her 

teacher! 

As she understood Wei Xiaoqing's idea, Liang Zixuan became less and less willing to give her any face. 

She shook Wei Xiaoqing's hand a few times, but Wei Xiaoqing still didn't let her go. 

Liang Zixuan looked at Han Yuanjun and pouted. "Your wife has been bullied!" 

Han Yuanjun never made a move against women unless it was necessary. Otherwise, he would have 

pushed Wei Xiaoqing away just now. 

Now that Liang Zixuan had spoken, he raised his foot and kicked Wei Xiaoqing's leg. 

Wei Xiaoqing took a few steps back, her face pale from the pain. She raised her head and glared at Liang 

Zixuan. "It's useless for you to stop them. If big brother likes her, then so be it. How can you disturb his 

relationship!" 

Just as Wei Xiaoqing finished her sentence, they heard a sharp "Ah!" from the other side. They 

immediately turned around and saw Guo Meixiu sitting on the ground, holding her shoulder. And she 

was screaming in pain. 

It seemed that Liang Jiahao had made his move. This time, it was quite strong. 

Liang Zixuan laughed mockingly at Wei Xiaoqing. "What did you say just now? Wei Xiaoqing, let me 

remind you again. Stop calling my brother so affectionately. He is my brother, not yours! Do you think 

my brother would like a woman who acts like you? Heh ... Our Liang Family has sharp eyes. We could 

see at a glance what kind of shameless woman you are." 

With these words, Liang Zixuan pulled Han Yuanjun with her and walked towards Liang Jiahao. 

Seeing them coming over, Liang Jiahao nodded and the three of them walked towards the door 

together. 

Wei Xiaoqing was so angry that her lungs hurt. She rubbed the spot where she had been kicked and 

stood up, angrily walking towards Guo Meixiu. 

Guo Meixiu grabbed Wei Xiaoqing's hand and said pitifully, "It hurts so much. Xiaoqing, please help me 

up.. I can't get up anymore." 

Chapter 477 - Untitled 

Wei Xiaoqing flung her hand away and snorted contemptuously. "Do you still have a face to ask me to 

help you up? Sit on the ground and reflect on your mistake!" 
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Guo Meixiu could only watch Wei Xiaoqing leave without caring about her. She felt guilty and angry at 

the same time. Wasn't it all because of Wei Xiaoqing's great idea that she had lost a lot of faces? 

𝒏𝑜𝑣𝐞𝗅𝑈𝓈𝗯.𝒸𝞸𝕞 

Guo Meixiu had originally hesitated to plot against Liang Jiahao, and it turned out that her instinct was 

right. Not only that, Wei Xiaoqing's method was also a bit outdated! 

At this moment, Xia Jingfei walked out from the main hall. When Guo Meixiu saw her, it was as if she 

had seen her savior. She hurriedly called out. "Hey, I fell and hurt myself. Can you help me up?" 

Xia Jingfei stopped and looked down at her as if she was seriously checking where Guo Meixiu was 

injured. 

Guo Meixiu quickly raised her arm, which had turned purple from Liang Jiahao's pushing. "Look." 

Xia Jingfei looked at her indifferently and said coldly, "Serve you right." 

With that, she left without looking back, leaving Guo Meixiu sitting there alone. Guo Meixiu stayed on 

the ground for a long time before slowly getting up, feeling sad and wronged. 

When Xia Jingfei returned home, she told her mother what had happened in the Zen Garden. 

After Dong Biming listened, she looked at Xia Jingfei's smiling face and asked teasingly. "What's the 

matter? Are you interested in him?" 

Xia Jingfei pursed her lips shyly and waved her hands at her mother. "Mom, what are you saying? I don't 

like him." 

"No?" Dong Biming laughed heartily. "Then, tomorrow I will tell Grandmother Han that my family's 

Fei'er doesn't like Liang Jiahao and ask her to introduce another young woman to him again." 

"Aiya, mom! What are you doing!" Xia Jingfei couldn't hold back any longer and held Dong Biming's 

hand, pouting. "You can't do that! I ... Although I don't like him, I also think he's not bad." 

Dong Biming laughed as she pulled Xia Jingfei into her arms. "Aiya, my little girl has grown up. Fei'er, 

don't worry. Mom will tell Grandmother Han not to introduce Liang Jiahao to another woman anymore. 

My Fei'er said she can try to develop her relationship with him." 

Although Xia Jingfei was embarrassed, but Dong Biming was still her mother. Dong Biming was the 

person who loved her the most in this world, so Xia Jingfei had nothing to say to her. 

She held Dong Biming's hand and said with a red face. "I think he's great. He could tell at a glance if a 

woman was intentionally sticking close to him." 

Xia Jingfei then raised her head and looked at Dong Biming excitedly. "One of the things I admire about 

him is that he doesn't like getting close to women. He'll never look at her no matter how beautiful she is. 

Even though he's not really talking to me tonight, I think he's pretty good. If there's a chance that we can 

be together, I definitely wouldn't have to be afraid of him cheating on me in the future!" 

Just based on what Xia Jingfei said, Dong Biming was already very satisfied with Liang Jiahao's attitude. 

She nodded in agreement. "Indeed, if you could marry a man like him, you wouldn't need to be afraid of 



women who want to climb higher. I heard from Grandmother Han that Liang Jiahao is an honest person 

and has a great principle." 

After she finished talking to Xia Jingfei, Dong Biming contacted Old Madam Han and told her about this. 

When Old Madam Han heard that Xia Jingfei was interested in Liang Jiahao, she was so happy that she 

couldn't keep her mouth shut. On the phone, she said to Dong Biming, "Since Jingfei likes him, let her 

come to our house to play. I'll take her to my in-laws' house tomorrow." 

Dong Biming nodded as she listened. "That's right, if they see each other often, their feelings will start to 

develop. Then I'll have to trouble you with this matter." 

"No trouble, no trouble at all!" 

After hanging up the phone, Old Madam Han quickly called Luo Yanyun. When Luo Yanyun heard that 

Xia Jingfei was interested in Liang Jiahao, she stood up happily from the sofa. "Really?" 

"It's true!" Old Madam Han said cheerfully, "Anyway, tomorrow I will bring her to your house. We will 

come in the evening, and you can ask Zixuan to call Jiahao to have dinner there." 

"Alright." Luo Yanyun was so happy that she twirled around in the living room. "Let's not do this 

obviously. Let's just say we met at the mall and I invite you both to have dinner with me. That way, they 

won't feel awkward." 

Liang Jiahao didn't even know that the two old women had secretly planned his future. After dinner, he 

went home and simply fell asleep after taking a shower. 

Liang Zixuan and Han Yuanjun had also finished showering and were lying on the bed. Just as they were 

about to fall asleep, Liang Zixuan's phone suddenly rang. 

Liang Zixuan picked it up and saw that it was a call from Old Madam Han. She quickly answered it. 

"Grandmother." 

"Aiya, Zixuan!" Old Madam Han was so happy that she almost went crazy, "Let me tell you, Xia Jingfei 

really likes your brother and she wants to develop their relationship. I've already told your grandmother 

that I'll take her to your grandmother's house tomorrow evening. After you get out of school, go to the 

bank and bring your brother home with you." 

Liang Zixuan: "...." 

So fast? 

She felt that Liang Jiahao didn't like Xia Jingfei. 

A girl as innocent as Xia Jingfei didn't arouse the strong feelings Liang Jiahao should have for women. 

Liang Jiahao only treated her like a little sister. 

But Liang Zixuan couldn't bear to stop the two old women, so she nodded. "Alright, I'll bring big brother 

home for dinner tomorrow." 

Han Yuanjun quickly pulled Liang Zixuan into his arms as she hung up the phone. 



He kissed her forehead heavily. "I don't think there's any possibility of this happening. Xia Jingfei isn't 

your brother's type." 

Liang Zixuan nodded. "I think so too. But at least, my brother treated her better than Zeng Shuang. At 

least he didn't do anything extreme to her and was even willing to sit there and listen to her talk. This 

proves that my brother doesn't hate Xia Jingfei." 

Han Yuanjun covered them both with a blanket and then pressed Liang Zixuan onto the bed. He smiled 

gently. "It's not that he doesn't hate her, he's just too lazy to bother with her. You have to be a man in 

order to understand our feelings. Take me as an example. Once I decided to make you my woman, I'll 

keep pestering you and find a way to see you again and again. Only then will you know that I love you 

very much." 

Liang Zixuan: "..." 

Can you stop beating around the bush? 

If you want to do it, just say it. 

The next day, after Liang Zixuan told Liang Jiahao everything, she finally got his consent and went with 

him to Qiao Hongya's house. 

However, when Liang Zixuan saw the cold expression on Liang Jiahao's face, she knew that he was very 

resistant to such an arrangement. 

Not only did he resist, he was also somewhat dissatisfied. 

Chapter 478 - Excuse Me, Are You Liang Zixuan 

Dong Biming originally wanted to go to Luo Yanyun's house with Xia Jingfei to meet with Liang Jiahao. 

She had long heard that the newly appointed CEO of China Securities Bank wasn't only fast and decisive, 

but also tall and handsome. 

Although she was already in her fifties and a middle-aged woman, she still couldn't resist the urge to 

take a look at this handsome and rich man. 

Dong Biming hurriedly got dressed and put on makeup, but Xia Jingfei refused to let Dong Biming go 

with her. 𝑛𝑂𝒱𝑬𝗅𝑢𝗌𝒷.𝐂𝞸𝚖 

Dong Biming was very anxious. She tried to persuade Xia Jingfei to let her come, but in the end, Xia 

Jingfei stomped her foot and glared at Dong Biming. "Then why don't you just go in my place? I don't 

feel like going anymore." 

Dong Biming: "...." 

What else can she say? 

Although she was very curious about Liang Jiahao, this was her daughter's lifelong matter. She can't ruin 

her daughter's chance just because she was curious about Liang Jiahao, can she? 

Dong Biming had no choice but to let Xia Jingfei go alone. 
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After Xia Jingfei left, Dong Biming thought long and hard. Finally, she ran back to the room, wearing a 

very big hat and big sunglasses. 

She had asked Old Madam Han in advance for Luo Yanyun's address, so she quickly calculated the time 

Liang Jiahao would be there. 

Liang Jiahao drove the car around the intersection and finally stopped at the side of the road. He 

unbuckled his seat belt and got out of the car with Liang Zixuan. 

Dong Biming recognized Liang Zixuan. She had once seen Perfection of Eternity and her variety show. In 

fact, she had long been obsessed with this little girl. It was no exaggeration to say that she was Liang 

Zixuan's fan. 

Dong Biming stood at the intersection and saw Liang Zixuan getting out of the black car. She also saw 

another man get out of the driver's seat. She immediately guessed that this must be Liang Jiahao. 

Of course, Dong Biming knew Han Yuanjun, so she certainly would not mistakenly think of Liang Jiahao 

as Han Yuanjun. 

As soon as she saw Liang Jiahao, Dong Biming lowered her sunglasses and opened her eyes wide. She 

was very excited. 

Liang Jiahao was indeed a dashing young man! 

Her daughter really had good eyes. 

Dong Biming held back her excitement and looked around before walking towards Liang Jiahao. 

She just wanted to create a chance of meeting with him. She was so fascinated by Liang Jiahao that she 

did not notice a small hole on the road. 

"Auntie, be careful." Liang Jiahao reflexively reached out to support her. 

Dong Biming smiled sheepishly as she steadied herself. She raised her head and looked at Liang Jiahao 

up and down. 

Earlier, she had the impression that Liang Jiahao was quite handsome. Now that she was so close to him, 

she could even see the tiny pores on his face. At this moment, she felt that handsome was not enough 

to describe Liang Jiahao's appearance. 

His thin lips, his high nose bridge, and his cheekbones, especially the dazzling double eyelids, made a 

woman her age wanted to be his victim. 

Liang Jiahao: "...." 

What was the meaning of this stare? 

Staring at him so infatuatedly. 

If she was just a young girl, Liang Jiahao would understand. But this person can already be his mother. 

Liang Jiahao calmly took a step to the side to avoid Dong Biming's gaze. Then, he turned to Liang Zixuan. 

"Let's go inside." 



Liang Zixuan looked at Dong Biming in surprise and walked into the villa with Liang Jiahao. 

Dong Biming was stunned for a moment before she finally reacted. She immediately called out to the 

two of them. "Excuse me, are you Liang Zixuan?" 

Dong Biming did not say Liang Jiahao's name. She felt that if she said it out loud, her goal wouldn't 

appear good and she would make him unhappy. 

Liang Zixuan turned around and looked at her. "I am. May I ask who you are?" 

Dong Biming regained her usual dignified appearance as she walked toward them with a smile. "I'm 

Jingfei's mother. Grandmother Han said she would take Jingfei to Master Qiao's house tonight, and I ... 

I've been looking for the house for a long time, and I don't know which one it is. I'm a little lost here." 

Liang Zixuan glanced at Liang Jiahao without batting an eyelid. While it's a bit awkward, it's not good to 

leave the guest out here. She smiled politely. "Oh, it's Auntie Dong. I didn't recognize you just now. I'm 

sorry about that. Since you are here, why don't you come inside with us?" 

Dong Biming nodded happily. She walked towards Liang Zixuan and held her arm, walking to the villa 

with them. 

"Liang Zixuan, I really enjoyed seeing you act in the Perfection of Eternity. And the songs you sang, I 

downloaded them all. When I have nothing else to do, I will just listen to your songs. I really like you!" 

Her fondness for Liang Zixuan really came from the bottom of her heart. Liang Zixuan could tell with a 

glance that Dong Biming wasn't saying this because she wanted to leave a good impression for Xia 

Jingfei on them. 

Liang Zixuan smiled gently. "I'm glad you liked them." 

"Aiya, unfortunately you didn't release an album. Why didn't you do that? You also quit acting. I've been 

waiting for your songs and TV show!" Dong Biming said with regret. "If you are my daughter, I will ask 

you to sing for me every day." 

She praised Liang Zixuan to the point that Liang Zixuan, herself, felt a little embarrassed. 

Liang Zixuan gave an awkward smile. "Jingfei is pretty good too. She's pretty and has a simple 

personality. She must be a filial child, right?" 

"That's right!" When Dong Biming heard Liang Zixuan praise her daughter, she was overjoyed. She 

deliberately said it to Liang Jiahao. "My Fei'er is gentle, has a good temperament, doesn't fight, doesn't 

quarrel with others, and is very devoted to her elders." 

When she said this, she deliberately glanced at Liang Jiahao to see what kind of expression he would 

show. After staring at him for a while, she was a little disappointed. 

Liang Jiahao didn't have any expression on his face, as if he didn't care what they were talking about. 

Coincidentally, they were already reaching the door of the villa. Liang Zixuan smiled. "We're here." 

She reached out and pressed the doorbell. 



Soon after, the housekeeper opened the door for them. When she saw Liang Zixuan and Liang Jiahao, 

she smiled and said, "The young miss and young master have arrived." 

Xia Jingfei, who was sitting inside, immediately became nervous when she heard Liang Jiahao's 

footsteps. She looked at the door and couldn't help smiling when she saw Liang Jiahao.. But when she 

saw Dong Biming, who came in later, her smile froze. 

Chapter 479 - Why Don’t You Take Her As Your Woman 

Why was her mother here? 

Didn't she say that she wouldn't come here? 

Old Madam Han and Luo Yanyun hadn't expected Dong Biming to come either. Originally, it was just a 

meeting between two children to improve their relationship. But with Dong Biming's appearance, it had 

become a parents' meeting. 

Fortunately, Old Madam Han and Luo Yanyun were very reasonable. When they saw Dong Biming, they 

quickly got up and greeted her. 

"If you want to come, you should let us know in advance. We'll come to pick you up." Old Madam Han 

smiled. 

Dong Biming quietly looked at Xia Jingfei. Seeing Xia Jingfei's unhappy expression, she forced herself to 

smile and said wisely, "I happened to pass by and met Liang Zixuan and Liang Jiahao outside. I was 

thinking since I'm already here, I decided to come and visit you guys too." 

Liang Jiahao: "..." 

Liang Zixuan: "...." 

They remembered that she didn't seem to say that. 

Luo Yanyun did her duty as hostess and asked the servant to serve tea and a plate of fruit. Han Yuanjun 

wasn't there yet, so they waited until he came before they started eating. 

Liang Zixuan took a seat on the sofa for two people. When she saw Liang Jiahao about to sit next to her, 

she immediately put the bag in her hand on the seat next to her and said to Liang Jiahao with a smile. 

"My husband will arrive soon." 

Liang Jiahao pursed his lips and saw that the sofas were full of people. Only Xia Jingfei's sofa still had a 

seat. 

Xia Jingfei looked at him hopefully and waited for him to sit next to her. 

Who knew Liang Jiahao would only glance at her and take out his cell phone. "I'm going out for a bit. I 

need to make a call." 

With that, he came out of the living room, opened the door, and went outside to smoke a cigarette. 

Things were a bit awkward for a while. 
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How could it be that Old Madam Han and Luo Yanyun didn't see that Liang Jiahao had no such intentions 

toward Xia Jingfei? Otherwise, he would not find a reason to leave. 

Luo Yanyun immediately tried to smooth things over. "About that, Jiahao is very busy with his work. I 

think there are still some things that haven't been settled. Please don't mind him." 

Dong Biming said in a particularly magnanimous manner. "He's really very busy with his work. I'm sure 

he attends many social events every day. It's fine, we can understand that." 

Xia Jingfei was a little hurt, but she didn't show it. She smiled thoughtfully and said, "It's fine. We'll talk 

later." 

Han Yuanjun stopped the car on the side of the road. After recognizing Liang Jiahao's car, he smiled and 

walked towards the villa. 

At the door, Han Yuanjun saw Liang Jiahao smoking alone. He walked over and extended his hand to 

him. 

Liang Jiahao glanced at Han Yuanjun, took a cigarette from his pocket, and handed it to him. 

Han Yuanjun lit his cigarette and took a light drag. He glanced at Liang Jiahao from the corner of his eye 

and smiled happily. "Why don't you come inside?" 

Liang Jiahao puffed out a puff of smoke and said coldly, "You asked despite knowing the answer." 

Han Yuanjun laughed. "It's because I know the answer that I asked. Brother, Jingfei is just a little girl, you 

shouldn't bully her." 

Liang Jiahao threw the cigarette butt into the trash can at the entrance and lit another one. He took a 

deep breath and exhaled white smoke from his mouth, which coiled around his face until his face 

became blurred, releasing the coldness of another world. "You think well of her, why don't you take her 

as your woman then." 

"What?" Han Yuanjun laughed mockingly. "Brother, I'm your brother-in-law, why would you give her to 

me? Aren't you afraid that Zixuan will be sad when she finds out? How did you become her brother?" 

Liang Jiahao smoked without saying anything. Han Yuanjun looked at him and knew that Liang Jiahao 

wasn't in a good mood. 

That's right, no one would be happy if someone tried to force a marriage on him. 

Han Yuanjun raised his hand and put it around Liang Jiahao's shoulder, trying to help him. "Actually, you 

don't need to be very angry." 𝗇𝒪𝒱𝗲𝑙𝑢𝐬𝗯.𝒞𝑜𝓜 

Han Yuanjun suddenly paused and showed an expression of sympathy. "She is just an innocent little girl 

who will probably grieve for a long time after being rejected mercilessly by you." 

Liang Jiahao was no longer in the mood to smoke. He threw the remaining cigarettes into the trash can, 

then turned around and went into the house without saying anything. 

Han Yuanjun pouted. "You have such a bad temper and I wonder why women like you." 



When the people in the house saw Liang Jiahao and Han Yuanjun enter, they all stood up. Luo Yanyun 

said, "Since Xiao Han is here, let's have dinner." 

Everyone came into the dining room. Han Yuanjun was talking about holding a musical concert with 

Qiao Hongya, Old Madam Han and Luo Yanyun were talking about family matters, while Liang Jiahao 

and Xia Jingfei were just eating their own food without saying anything. 

Liang Zixuan gave Liang Jiahao a light kick under the table. Liang Jiahao raised his head and looked at 

her. Liang Zixuan glanced at Xia Jingfei several times, but the meaning was clear. 

Liang Jiahao shouldn't have treated her so coldly. 

Liang Jiahao glanced at Xia Jingfei, then lowered his head and finished the meal. He suddenly raised his 

head and looked at her. "Have you finished eating?" 

Xia Jingfei was stunned for a moment, then she smiled happily. She swallowed the food in her mouth 

before putting the chopsticks on the table and nodding shyly. "Yes, I finished eating." 

Liang Jiahao pushed back his chair and stood up. "Then let's go out for a walk." 

Luo Yanyun, Old Madam Han, and Dong Biming were delighted to see Liang Jiahao take the initiative to 

invite Xia Jingfei for a walk. They looked after the couple with smiles on their faces. 

After they left, Dong Biming immediately said, "I really like Liang Jiahao. If he can become our son-in-

law, I will wake up from my sleep with a smile every day." 

Luo Yanyun said with a smile. "I like Jingfei too. If she succeeds in winning Jiahao's heart, then I can give 

an explanation to his mother." 

Liang Zixuan heard their words and heaved a long sigh in her heart. From the looks of it, Liang Jiahao 

didn't go out with Xia Jingfei to cultivate their relationship. With a glance, she knew what Liang Jiahao 

was up to. 

Walking out of the villa, there was a wide path lined with green trees. Liang Jiahao did not know the 

name of the trees, but he felt comfortable walking around them. 

The small figure of Xia Jingfei could be seen beside him. She was a little embarrassed and was staring at 

Liang Jiahao with longing. His figure was literally bathed in the moonlight. 

"Xia Jingfei." Liang Jiahao suddenly opened his mouth and said, "You saw it yesterday, I'm not as good as 

you think. I came from the army and trained myself very coldly. I don't have a gentleman's demeanor 

and don't know how to make a girl happy. I'm a man who walks his own path." 

Xia Jingfei tensed up abruptly. She grabbed onto the corner of her dress with all her might and bit her 

lips with her head down. She felt like she was going to cry at any moment. 

Liang Jiahao went straight to the point.. "You won't be happy with me, we're not suitable." 

Chapter 480 - I’m Not Crying Because I Have Feelings For You 

Xia Jingfei held back her tears. Her grip on her dress turned white, as if she was going to tear them apart. 

Her whole body was shrouded in deep sorrow. 
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After walking a few steps, Xia Jingfei suddenly raised her head and stubbornly glanced at Liang Jiahao. 

With red eyes and a smile, she said, "Don't misunderstand, I'm not going to force you." 

Liang Jiahao didn't say anything. He didn't even turn around to look at her as he walked away. 

He said that his temperament had mellowed to a very cold state. However, his long legs deliberately 

slowed down so that Xia Jingfei could keep up with him. 

He said that he didn't know how to make girls happy and was an independent person. However, from 

his behavior towards Liang Zixuan yesterday, Xia Jingfei could tell that he was also someone who knew 

how to be gentle. 

The corner of her mouth twisted into a smile. "I was very annoyed at my mother's insistence on 

marriage. You know, elders love to torment us, youngsters, with things like that. When I came back 

yesterday, I felt that you were a very nice person, different from all the men I've met so far. That's why I 

told my mother that I can try to get along with you." 

As she spoke, her tears fell uncontrollably. Xia Jingfei raised her hand and used her sleeve to wipe the 

tears off her face. She continued, "I don't really like you. I just feel that if you too are annoyed by the 

urge to marry, then why don't we cooperate a bit? It's just that if we meet occasionally and let our 

elders think that we are slowly developing, then in the future, I won't be forced by my mother to go on a 

blind date anymore. That should be able to save you a lot of trouble too." 

Liang Jiahao suddenly stopped and turned to look at her. Xia Jingfei was caught off guard and didn't 

even have time to wipe the tears from her face. 

Flustered, she wiped away her tears and forced a smile at him. "I'm not crying because I have feelings 

for you. It's just that this is the first time I've been rejected like this. I felt terrible inside and that's why I 

cried. It has nothing to do with you." 

Xia Jingfei was still a girl after all. She cried so much in front of Liang Jiahao and yet still stubbornly tried 

to find an excuse. Liang Jiahao couldn't take it anymore, so he took out his handkerchief and handed it 

to her. 

Xia Jingfei took it and thanked him before turning around to wipe her tears. 

She looked up at Liang Jiahao. "Just think of it as helping me. As long as you don't tell our elders that you 

don't like me, you don't have to do anything. Everything will be fine with me. I guarantee that you won't 

be forced to get married in the future. And don't worry, I won't bother you. If you don't want to see me, 

I won't appear before you. Just tell our elders that we met in private." 

No matter how iron-blooded Liang Jiahao was, when faced with the begging of a crying girl, his heart 

softened. 

Besides, Xia Jingfei was right. As long as they said their relationship had developed slowly, the elders 

would no longer force him to go on a blind date, and he would no longer have to deal with those strange 

and boring women. 

Liang Jiahao pursed his lips as a trace of warmth suddenly appeared in his eyes. He looked at Xia Jingfei 

as if she was his little sister and nodded slightly. "Alright." 



Xia Jingfei immediately laughed and looked very happy. 

She pointed to the tree-lined path in front of them. "Let's go this way and then turn back." 

Liang Jiahao didn't refuse. 

However, just as he took a step forward, Xia Jingfei's tears fell once again. She gripped on Liang Jiahao's 

handkerchief tightly. 

When they came back, everyone was still eating. Xia Jingfei walked over to Dong Biming and took her 

hand. "Mom, have you finished eating? Let's go home." 

Dong Biming looked at Xia Jingfei in surprise. She had a bad feeling about this. 

Even Old Madam Han and Luo Yanyun looked at her in surprise. 

Xia Jingfei pursed her lips and said with a smile. "He said he'd something else to do tonight and was 

quite busy. He'll invite me to dinner another day." 

When she said this, she purposely put on a shy expression. The elders understood immediately, and Old 

Madam Han nodded cheerfully. "Okay, okay. Since you young people are busy with your work, you don't 

have to accompany us here. If you still have something to do, then go back first." 

Dong Biming still didn't want to leave. She enjoyed chatting with Old Madam Han and Luo Yanyun. She 

pushed Xia Jingfei's hand away and said unhappily, "I'm not full yet!" 

"Mom!" Xia Jingfei helplessly called out. "I want to go back now. Dad just called to say he has something 

to discuss when you get home." 

"Your father?" Dong Biming quickly put down her chopsticks and stood up. "Oh, right. He said he was 

going to tell me about the sale of the villa in the suburbs tonight. I forgot about that." 

Embarrassed, she turned around and exchanged a few words with Old Madam Han and Luo Yanyun 

before hurriedly pulling Xia Jingfei away. 

On the way back, Xia Jingfei said nothing. She sat in the car like a pretty doll and didn't move. 

𝓷𝞸𝗏𝖊𝗅𝗎𝓈𝓫.𝗰𝓞𝗆 

Dong Biming looked at her guiltily and asked carefully. "Fei'er, when you two went out... What did Liang 

Jiahao say to you?" 

Xia Jingfei took a deep breath and looked out of the window. She wanted to reprimand Dong Biming, 

but she couldn't bear to say too much, so she said without haste. "Mom, you shouldn't have come 

tonight. Originally, he and I were just meeting for dinner, but your presence has turned it into a parents' 

meeting. You are making things very difficult for him." 

Xia Jingfei understood that Liang Jiahao probably wouldn't have rejected her so quickly if it weren't for 

Dong Biming. In front of Dong Biming, Liang Jiahao didn't know how to treat her properly. 

He was afraid that Dong Biming would misunderstand his good intentions, but at the same time, he was 

also afraid of making Dong Biming unhappy. 



Thus, Liang Jiahao spent the entire night in a very unpleasant state. 

In the end, he simply called her out and spoke his mind. 

Dong Biming immediately disagreed. "How can that be? I'm just going to take a look." 

Seeing that Xia Jingfei was so depressed that she frowned, Dong Biming finally didn't know what to do. 

She weakly asked, "It can't be that Liang Jiahao has a problem with you because I was there, right?" 

Xia Jingfei wanted to say yes, that was it. 

But Dong Biming was her mother. How could she say such a thing and make her mother sad? 

Xia Jingfei gloomily shook her head and forced herself to smile. "No, he asked me to go out with him 

another day and see where our relationship can lead." 

With that, Xia Jingfei took out the handkerchief Liang Jiahao had given her. "He gave me this.. Tomorrow 

or the day after, I'll wash it and give it back to him." 

 


